Welcome
Hi everyone
Thanks to everyone who sent links and news for this month’s bulletin - we have a great bundle of
things to share, with lots of opportunities that I hope are of interest!
The big MFI news for this month is the launch of our online Salon Exhibition. I hope you go and
take a look, and please visit the Miro board, which is an integral part of the show, and make a
response, add your own work, and ask a question. Why not share the exhibition with your
students and see what they make of it too?
If you have a proposal for a creative project that can be housed on the MFI website, please let me
know, and we will include it. I want this space to grow, so I hope you consider putting your ideas
together.
Our MFI interviews are also continuing, so I hope you’ll consider saying yes when I contact you,
as I’d like to have as many of us included as possible!
In the meantime, enjoy the bulletin and please send your news for the next issue at the beginning
of July.
Please send your publications too, as it will be wonderful to know of these.
Take care
Linda

Events
Linda Knight is giving a keynote at the following: InSEA World Forum 2022 Mapping Education
Through Art
20 - 24 June, online, free.
In the spirit of generosity and recovery, the InSEA World Council invite you to join us in this
inaugural virtual InSEAWorld Forum. We seek to unite art educators and those educators who
teach through art to join us in this digitally accessible, equitable and innovative free series of
events. The range of events and Super Webinars hosted by each region will include professional
development options.
All presentations will be recorded; these will be made available for InSEA members after the forum
ends on the InSEA website.
More info and booking: https://www.insea.org/insea-world-forum-2022/

Linda Knight and new MFI member Stephen Loo presented their provocations for the Designing
the Pluriversity symposium. The symposium, held virtually from 19-20 May, featured presentations
by the Pluriversity provocateurs. Full links to the event and Pluriversity project: https://
asuevents.asu.edu/content/designing-pluriversity-symposium
Alexis Shotwell gave a keynote, the Digital Kellog-Lecture at the University of Hamburg on 21
April. Alexis spoke on ‘Ethical orientations toward repair in climate change, and the recording of
the keynote is available on YouTube:
Sonja Arndt is excited to announce that the Melbourne Graduate School of Education Global
Childhoods Hub is launching the Global Childhoods Seminar Series with its inaugural event on
June 1st 2022, 5-6.30 pm AEST (in person and online). If you're interested in the lives and
experiences of children from 0-18, join us!
If you have any questions, please email: sonja.arndt@unimelb.edu.au
Details of speakers and registration link can be found here: https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/
global-childhoods-seminar-series-tickets-334168546117
Kiera O’Toole chaired an online conference by the Drawing Research Network at Loughborough
University. The series, which investigates 'ecologies of drawing’, featured a panel with Daniel
Coombes, Ann McDonald and Uri Wegman presenting papers on the role of drawing in mapping
environments. The next seminar in the series is called Ecologies of Drawing: A more than
human world and will take place on 22 June
Three artists, including PhD researchers from Loughborough University- Lucia Cunningham and
Anka Makrzanowska, along with Australian artist and academic Jan Hogan, will discuss the
possibilities for exploring a more-than-human trace through the practice of drawing. This event
will be chaired by Penny Davis, a practice-led PhD student at Loughborough University, exploring
autoethnography as an approach to drawing maternal embodiment. Registration link: https://
www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/drn-ecologies-of-drawing-a-more-than-human-worldtickets-292084030197?a =ebdsoporgpro le
Phil Cohen, Mike Duggan, and Kimbal Bumstead, as part of the Living Maps Network, are
proud to announce the launch of its immersive trail and online guide focused on the history and
heritage of the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park site to mark the 10th anniversary of the Park
opening.
An events programme through June sponsored by the Raphael Samuel History Centre. These
events are free, but Living Maps appreciates donations, which go towards the cost of web hosting
the online Groundbreakers trail and guide. Places are limited, so book soon!
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EVENTS PROGRAMME
Event One: A natural history of Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
Tuesday, June 14th, 6.30 pm
Naturalist-led guided walking tour exploring the natural history, ora and fauna of the Queen
Elizabeth Olympic Park.
Booking essential via Eventbrite
The Olympic Park includes a diversity of natural habitats, including wetland, waterside and
'wasteland'. Its wildlife varies from planted trees to the uninvited 'weeds' of cultivation. This walk
will take in both, as well as the birds and possibly the bats of the site, telling how they got there
and the stories behind them; how they got their names, their folklore and the uses they have
traditionally been put to. The Olympic site was proclaimed the greenest ever and included habitat
creation and 'wild' planting in its design. In this two-hour walk, starting at Pudding Mill station and
ending at the Timber Lodge, we will be looking at the wildlife that this new development has
introduced, as well as some of the original inhabitants that managed to survive it.
It is sponsored by RSHC to celebrate the launch of the Groundbreakers trail and guide to the
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park.

Event Two: Hidden architectures of change in the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
Wednesday, June 15th, 6.30 pm
London Festival of Architecture online panel discussion involving authors, historians and
academics engaged in creating an online map and guide to the history of the Park site. Panellists
include Juliet Davis (Cardi University), Bob Gilbert (Livingmaps Network), Jim Cli ord (University
of Saskatchewan) and Clare Melhuish (UCL Urban Lab) Chair: Phil Cohen (Livingmaps Network).
Free but booking is essential via Eventbrite
Event Three: A contemporary archaeology of Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
Friday, 24th June, 2.00 pm
Archaeologist-led tour of the Park exploring the history of the Park site from the Neolithic to the
present-day.
Free but booking is essential via Eventbrite
Join writer and Groundbreakers contributor Dr Jonathan Gardner for a walking tour of the Park
that takes some of its lesser-known archaeology and history from the Neolithic to the present day.
Challenging the idea that this place was simply an ‘industrial wasteland’ before the Games came,
the tour takes in sites of both the recent and distant past to re ect on how ten years of Olympic
and Paralympic legacy compare with what happened here decades, centuries, or millennia
previously. The tour will last around two hours and incorporates highlights from the
Groundbreakers trail, including the site of a Bronze Age Village, lost rivers, a Cold War Civil
Defence training village and many more.
It is sponsored by RSHC to celebrate the launch of the Groundbreakers trail and guide to the
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park.
Event Four: Mapping the history of the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
Wednesday 29th June, 6.30 pm
Living Maps Network online discussion on the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park site's history,
archaeology, and ethnography. Join archaeologist Dr Jonny Gardner,
ethnographer Professor Phil Cohen and public historian Dr Toby Butler. He will be discussing ve
years of research and activities that went into creating a new online map and guidebook to the
history of the Park site (www.livingmaps.org/groundbreakers).
Free but booking is essential via Eventbrite
For more information and to register for any event, see the Eventbrite links and visit the
Livingmaps Network website: www.livingmaps.org.uk

Media

All quiet this month

Projects
Linda Knight and lynn mowson had work in the group exhibition Tenancy. As part of the
Workshop project, Tenancy is an exhibition of 12 women artists featured on an Instagallery called
@thisis_nota_mandate curated by Tracey Lamb.
Over the weekend of 28 - 29th of May, the contemporary visual artists showed alongside works
from the Workshop seVen [artist collective].
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Dream Clinic Project Space exhibited the "Department of Planetary Futures Dream Clinic", an
exhibition featuring collaborative work by Jacklyn Brickman and Kathryn Nusa Logan with
guest collaborator Amber Elison. Dream Clinic is an artist-run art gallery, contemporary project
space and studio located in the Old Oaks Historic District of Columbus, Ohio. The Department of
Planetary Futures (PDF) is a ctional entity through which multispecies collaborative experiments

are employed to investigate the interrelationships humans have with other life forms and each
other. At the heart of these endeavours is a desire to connect to the surrounding world and its
organisms with care and humility, to learn from, engage with and speculate on possible liveable
futures.

Publications
All quiet this month

Opportunities
Call for papers. Journal of Ecohumanism: FEMINIST ECOLOGICAL CITIZENSHIP AND THE
POLITICS OF CARE
This issue explores how the politics of care involved in ecofeminist studies deserve serious
academic discussion. If ignored even now, it would help the patriarchal trap to cause more
damage to the ‘carers’ of the earth by over-burdening them with the environmental
responsibilities.
The issue may include, but not be limited to the themes such as:
• Women and the Ecological Citizenship
• Ecological Citizenship and the Issue of Gender Equality
• Who Cares for the Carers?
• Women’s Role as Carers and the Patriarchal Conspiracy
• Feminist Ecological Citizenship: A Positive Political Identity
• Democratisation and Institutionalisation of Caring Jobs
• Feminist Reinterpretation of Ecological Politics
Potential contributors should (a) send an abstract of 250 words that describes the proposed focus
and content of the paper and (b) a short bio. Please send the abstract and bio by August 31,
2022, to the editor at dipanwitapal@hotmail.com
Postdoctoral Research Fellow in social and cultural geography, National University of
Singapore
A postdoctoral research fellow under the Social Science and Humanities Research (SSHR)
Fellowship, led by Principal Investigator Dr Weiqiang Lin. Successful applicants must hold a PhD
degree in the Social Sciences and Humanities.
Awarded by Singapore’s Social Science Research Council (SSRC), a Social Science and
Humanities Research (SSHR) Fellowship, led by Principal Investigator Dr Weiqiang Lin (National
University of Singapore) with collaborators Professor Peter Adey (Royal Holloway, University of
London) and Dr Tina Harris (University of Amsterdam), is seeking to appoint a postdoctoral fellow
to contribute to the team’s research activities on airport infrastructure, automation and labour.
Motivated by the rapid acceleration of aeromobilities in Asia, the SSHR Fellowship project aims to
understand better the aviation industry's inner workings and information related policies
surrounding infrastructure building, technology and airport labour in the region. The project will
focus on the daily labour that goes into the maintenance and reproduction of airport infrastructure
and its evolving relationships with automation in a post-COVID world. Our focus is on
contemporary Asia and is concerned with the sustainability of the present turn towards megainfrastructures.
The position will sit within the Department of Geography at NUS. The contract will be awarded for
at least 12 months and up to 18 months. The postdoctoral fellow will work closely with the SSHR
Fellowship project team, including the PI, two project collaborators, one PhD scholar and two
research assistants.

We anticipate the position to start in January 2023. Apply via: https://careers.nus.edu.sg/jobinvite/13199/ (Job Requisition ID: 13199) by 31 July 2022. Early applications are welcome.
Call for Abstracts. Special Edition of Public Pedagogies Journal: Forms for Encounter &
Exchange: artist-led approaches to public pedagogy in the Asia Paci c region
http://www.publicpedagogies.org/news/journal-call-for-papers/

Call for Journal Articles. TRACEY Drawing and Visualisation Research: Drawing
Anthropocene
Guest editors – Sarah Casey & Gerry Davis
Deadline - Friday 8th July 2022
This edition proposes examining the relationship between drawing – a practice of traces – and the
concept of Anthropocene. This is a timely lens through which to examine research engaging in
drawing about current debates on the environmental crisis and invite re ection on the value of
drawing in the context of deep time.
The term Anthropocene, coined at the start of the new millennium by geochemist Paul Crutzen,
denotes a further period of geological time, re ecting the extent to which human activity is making
its mark on geologic stratigraphy. Essentially, for geologists, the legacy of the Anthropocene will
be the traces that our existence will leave in the geologic record in times to come. We might even
see this as a collaborative durational drawing spanning the development and demise of human
existence!
Drawing is an activity of tracing, layering, and erasure; the drawn mark often belies the process of
its making. Over the twentieth century, tenets of drawing - arguably the trace of an action made
over a surface – have been tested, stretched and exploded. Acknowledging, as many do, that
environmental traces - footprints, tidelines – are a form of drawing, what might this o er for using
drawing as a lens through which to enter critical debates on the environment? Conversely, how
might new thinking emerging from earth sciences and geo humanities reveal new insights into
what it means to make a drawing be it conventional or expanded?
Responses are sought from outside and on the fringes of the arts – all rigorous research related to
drawing or the ideas mentioned above, whatever your eld, will be warmly welcomed.
Full academic papers between 4500 –6000 words to be submitted through TRACEY’s online
submission portal: https://ojs.lboro.ac.uk/TRACEY/about/submissions
Please ensure you use the template for your submission, which can be downloaded from the
submissions link above. Please include the following information for papers: Author(s),
Institutional A liation (if appropriate), and 50-word biography.

Conference call. Bridges between disciplines: Gender in STEM and Social Sciences (https://
bridges2022.com/)
This conference will be held in a hybrid format (online - and on-site in Gandía - Valencia, Spain)
from September 12th-16th, 2022. The online event will be synchronous; on-site and online
presentations will be live-streamed.
Pre-registration and abstract submission are open: https://bridges2022.com/registration/
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This conference aims not only to bridge the gap between what has been thought of as separate
and decoupled elds of knowledge (STEM - Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematicsand Social Sciences) but also to consider gender di erences in science(s) from an intersectional
perspective. BRIDGES 2022 aims to bring together STEM and Social Sciences through active
dialogue and make space to think about gender di erences in science(s) from an intersectional
perspective. We accept abstracts on the following topics:
Inequality in Science and Academia - mapping critical problems we must deal with.
Re ections on the masculinist construction of science and knowledge.
Languages of Science - concepts and wording, dialogues, communication, and outreach.
Strategies and approaches for an emancipated and emancipatory Science: A Science for all.
Any eld of research that incorporates gender explicitly in its investigations.

Call for applications. The Berlin Summer University of the Arts returns this year, o ering various
creative workshops and online courses. From June to September 2022, the Berlin University of
the Arts presents an international workshop programme aimed at artists, advanced students, and
graduates from all artistic disciplines. Over 25 workshops in the elds of Fine Arts, Design, Music,
Sound Arts and Performing Arts, as well as interdisciplinary courses, provide an excellent
opportunity to nurture your artistic practice and connect to creatives from around the globe.
In 2022, the Berlin Summer University of the Arts will o er workshops in three sections:
Embodiment examines how physical activity and speci c body knowledge, physical encounters,
and absence can be productively used in artistic projects. This section includes the online
workshop Exp. — Questions of Perception in Art and Science for students from di erent elds
and an interdisciplinary course on Biographical-Documentary Working Methods in the Context of
Art.
Material Cultures immerse into a speci c artistic discipline, focus on intensive artistic research
practices and uncover their potential by concentrating on one material. The workshop "From B
With Love" – Experimental Imagemaking in Risography focuses on visual stagings of urban
spaces while the participants of Drawing in the Nature Lab develop a graphical interpretation of
the plant world. Furthermore, an international team of lecturers presents Visual Ethnography as
Activist Work.
Lastly, Borders and Encounters explores new possibilities of collective artistic work and
exchange within a local or territorially broad and low-threshold encounter space. In this
section, The Berlin Flâneur: Walking the City, Narrating the City will allow participants to
experience Berlin in a "City-Writing Lab" format. In addition, the workshop Culture Writing:
Textures of Things, Thresholds, and Bodies approaches phenomena in everyday culture and
spaces through writing techniques.
We invite our participants to explore various methods and discourses in contemporary art.
Passionate teachers will guide you through the process of developing your artistic voice and
visual language, realising your ideas, and sharing them with like-minded people in the creative
metropolis of Berlin.
Dive into one of the biggest and most multifaceted universities of the arts in Europe and explore
our whole summer programme here!
CALL FOR PROJECTS. South Designs
How does the South design planetary futures? What do design responses to climate change look
like when grounded in the aspirations and struggles of those most a ected? How does design
grapple with radical ecological interdependence in conditions of enduring injustice, everyday
uncertainty, and rapid urban change?
As part of the Governing through Design research collective funded by the Swiss National
Science Foundation, South Designs invites project proposals that address these questions
through creative, collaborative, and speculative practice.
We call for speculative proposals, creative research, experimental projects, pragmatic design
inquiry, and narrative interventions that respond to these central questions: How does the South
design planetary futures? What do design responses to climate change look like when grounded
in the aspirations and struggles of those most a ected? How does design grapple with radical
ecological interdependence in conditions of enduring injustice, everyday uncertainty, and rapid
urban change?
Proposals may engage with design in its broadest sense, including architecture, landscape
design, spatial planning, environmental management, product design, bio-engineering, digital
technology, media and the creative arts. Topics of concern may include but are not limited to
urban climate change adaptation, sustainable food systems, post-extractivism, extraction, water
scarcity, toxicity and pollution, pastoralist futures, oceanic lifeworlds, indigenous ecologies, and
resource justice, urban mobility systems, and energy transition solutions.
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Six proposals will be funded with a grant of 15,000 CHF each (including honorarium and
production expenses), paid in three tranches over a maximum of two years. Each project will

bene t from a peer network of support that will o er help for project development and execution.
The outcomes will be showcased through publications and an exhibition as part of the larger
Governing through a Design project.
How to apply
Please submit an application comprising the following elements:
A proposal outlining the project and envisioned output(s) (max. 2000 words)
A statement about the project team composition and skill set (we want to know why this is
the right set of people to work on the proposed project) (max. 1000 words)
A concise portfolio/proof of previous work (this should be selective and matter to the speci c
project proposed)
One-page Curriculum Vitae for all project members
A concise work plan and budget (max. two pages)
Applications must be submitted by midnight SAST on Tuesday, 28th of June 2022, via email
to Laura Nkula at south.designs2022@gmail.com (cc’ing laura.nkula@unibas.ch). Incomplete
applications or applications submitted after this date can unfortunately not be considered.

Call for papers: The Somatechnics of Race
This special issue of Somatechnics calls for contributions that critically examine and challenge the
somatechnics of race. Somatechnics focuses on the role of bodies, technologies, and power.
Where and how does race gure in this nexus? Applications of the somatechnics of race could
consider ‘land technologies of terra nullius’ (Curley, 2021, p. 388) and their spatialisation and
racialisation of First Nations. Aileen Moreton-Robinson’s instrumental conceptualisation of white
possession as foundational to racial supremacy and the negation of Indigenous sovereignties
(2015) has continuing relevance to the somatechnologies of race and coloniality as well as
Foucauldian understandings of biopower. How the somatechnologies of race are embedded in
infrastructural violence, and the social categorisations (van der Tuin and Randell-Moon, 2019) of
data and human services are also productive sites of inquiry.
What are the new and old forms of racialisation made possible by somatechnologies? Possible
topics for this special issue can include but are not limited to:
-

coloniality, raciality, and settler colonisation
Indigenous existentialism (see Hokowhitu, 2009)
algorithmic technologies of race
infrastructural racism
organisational and institutional racism
sovereignties and racialisation
multimodalities and media of race
platform racism
spatial technologies and geographies of race

Abstracts will be considered on a rolling basis until June 30th. Full papers of 6,000-7,000w
are due September 30th. Please send abstracts and all inquiries to Dr Holly Randell-Moon
at: hrandell-moon@csu.edu.au
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Open Call! Media-N: Journal of the New Media Caucus – Trans New Media Art as Embodied
Practice
Media-N: Journal of the New Media Caucus invites abstracts for articles, artist’s projects,
interviews, and reviews for a special issue titled Trans New Media Art as Embodied Practice.
This issue, guest-edited by Ace Lehner and Chelsea Thompto, will engage with trans lived
experiences, identities, and methodologies as they intersect with digital art, media, and
technology.
Deadline for submissions: 1 August 2022
The entire CFP can be found here: https://iopn.library.illinois.edu/journals/median/
information/authors

Other news
Palgrave Macmillan (SpringerLink) book series. Alternatives and Futures: Cultures,
Practices, Activism and Utopias
https://link.springer.com/series/15864
Check out the titles, request a review copy, or pitch a book proposal.
Movements such as degrowth, Occupy, extinction rebellion, low impact living, and Via Campesina
address key contemporary issues such as inequity, environmental crises and achieving
sustainable production. This series demonstrates the breadth, depth, signi cance, and potential
of ‘alternatives’ in the construction of the twenty- rst century. Foci include the futures such
movements advocate, their organising practices, and strategic agendas.
Alternatives and Futures is of interest to scholars and students across the social sciences, arts
and humanities, especially in elds of environmental sustainability, grassroots governance, politics
and policymaking, environmental justice, heterodox economics, and activism.
The series o ers a forum for constructive critique and analytical re ection of movements’
directions, activism and activists, assumptions, drivers, aims, visions of alternative futures, and
actual performance and in uence.
Series Editor
Anitra Nelson, Honorary Principal Fellow, University of Melbourne (Australia)
anitra.nelson@unimelb.edu.au
THE UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND ART MUSEUM
Oceanic Thinking
How can we think together with the ocean – liquid, vast, biodiverse and non-binary – to speculate
on our collective future?
Open until June 25th 2022
https://www.artshub.com.au/event/oceanic-thinking-2533387/?
utm_source=ActiveCampaign&utm_medium=email&utm_content=Latest+Opportunities+and+Eve
nts&utm_campaign=EON+2+APR+2022++newsletter&vgo_ee=nta0%2FBDcWj6ADhLVjMjBzEzkASpiHornD%2Fz2wZTd1jg%3D
The Listening Agent. Assembly for the Future - Live from Blackfullas University.
Dispatch by Dr Jen Rae
Future generated with Devika, Aviva, Alison and Catherine
A response to the information from the future by Zena Cumpston, delivered to ANAT Spectra, 25
March - 6 May 2022. Link: https://spectra.org.au/artworks/the-listening-agent/
Alterstories from the soil – exploring ecological un/belongings
A one-day hybrid symposium on 15th June 2022, 9.00-6.30 pm at the University of Warwick.
REGISTRATION IS FREE: LINK
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Soils have stories to tell about pasts, presents and futures in the making. The environmental crisis
a ecting soils today has led to a wave of appreciation of their materiality as living worlds and to
calls to rethink human-soil relations as an ecological community of care. Yet soils also entail a
material memory of troubled associations with un/belonging. Stories about human-soil
attachments can evoke deep care for places but also historical and current exploitation,
exclusion, and dispossession from land and community. Encouraging re-imaginations of humansoil relations as ecological belongings, this gathering seeks to bring together the cares of un/
belonging and ecological thinking through alterstories that may nurture alternative conceptions of
more than human justice.
Con rmed speakers: Åsa Sonjasdotter, Lesley Green, Patricia Noxolo, Nirmal Puwar, Ros Gray,
RL Martens, Adele Reed, Greg Muldoon. The one-day symposium will be followed by a public talk
by Malcolm Ferdinand, author of Decolonial Ecology: Thinking from the Caribbean World (Polity,
2022), followed by a response by Shela Sheikh.

